[Microbial contamination of the implant-abutment connections: Review of the literature].
Today manufacturing process of dental implant parts allows for a precision of fit between implant and abutment of several microns. This microgap opens and closes under occlusal forces, leading to a pumping effect and to a contamination of the implant from bacteria and oral fluids. This kind of contamination is seen in all systems even if less often with internal connections that offers a better fit. Apart from this junction area, the screw well is another contamination pathway if the filling materials do not guarantee a hermetic sealing. The nature of contamination depends on the surrounding oral flora. When present, contamination leads to a persistent inflammatory reaction nearby the seal. The use of antiseptics or other materials for sealing the microgap decreases the risk of contamination and improves the gingival reaction. However, these solutions are time-limited.